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“The Emperor’s Secret
Of How Older Men Still

Have Frequent Sex and
NO Problems With Sexual
Desire, Erection Hardness
or Duration Of Erection!”
For over 5,000 years, the Emperor of China kept a
harem of 122 concubines (female sex partners) for his
sexual pleasure and gratification.
You ask “How could these aging Emperors have enough
sexual vigor and endurance to perform with so many
females?”
The Emperors relied on what they called “The Magical Pill”.
The alchemists traveled the world to seek the most
powerful male enhancement nutrients for their beloved (and
feared) Emperor. Their very life depended on their success!
Now YOU can enjoy the same sexual powers of ancient
Emperors with the all-natural supplement YangMax™ on a
100% risk-free trial. Users say it is much more effective than
prescription drugs, Testosterone, HGH or any other male
enhancement supplement.

Dear Friend,
he Emperors of China were
the richest people in the
world. And they loved sex—
and lots of sex.
They spent a fortune to make
sure they had the best and safest
“magical pill” so they could have
endless sex with great pleasure hour
after hour, day after day, woman
after woman.
Today, this would be
like Donald Trump or
Bill Gates spending

T

untold millions of dollars to have
the best male enhancement
supplement possible.
The Emperors were
obsessed with their sexual desire
and performance. Their
ancestors spoke of its extreme
importance and pleasures…
(open please)
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The Secret Of T
For Mature Men To
ow with a unique oneof-a-kind natural
supplement you can
be a “Sexual Super-Man’ in
bed like the Chinese Emperors
were. This no matter what
your age, and no matter what
has failed you in the past. The
amazing YangMax™ is
guaranteed help YOU…

N

■ Increase and Maintain

Sexual Supremacy for
up to 72 hours
■ Make your penis fully

erect whenever you want
■ Stop weak or short-lived

erections
■ End listlessness and

fatigue
■ End premature ejaculation
■ Increase sexual desire

2

■ End dissatisfaction with

sexual life
■ End lack of orgasm

pleasure
This is all 100% guaranteed
to you with YangMax™. Why?
Because it has proven so

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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f The Emperors—
o Have Amazing Sex
stunningly effective for
thousands of men just like you.

Has This Ever
Happened To You?
Have YOU ever NOT
been able to make love and
please your woman as much as
you wanted to? (If so, it’s
NOT your fault and you are
NOT any less of a man. It is
due to stress, fatigue, work,

worry, prescription drug side
effect, lack of excitement, or
just a common problem of
aging.)
I know it’s embarrassing
and makes you feel like less of a
man, and a failure to your wife.
You feel bad for yourself and
for your lady.
The inability to performing
sexually can reduce your self
(over please)

In Ancient Chinese Healing, here’s
what causes male sexual problem
Decline of Mingmen Fire
Symptoms include:

failure of the penis to erect
● weak erection
● cold extremities
● dizziness
● listlessness
● soreness and weakness of
the lower back and knees
● frequent urination
●

Downward Flowing of

Damp Heat Symptoms
include:
bitter taste in the mouth
● hot and dark urine
● thirst
● soreness and weakness of the
lower extremities
●

YangMax™ promotes the

physiological changes required
for a long, hard, sustained
erection every single time:
✔ Arousal
✔ Nervous System—
Arousal signals the
nervous system to
increase blood flow
to the penis
✔ Blood Vessels—
The blood vessels
relax allowing increased
blood flow to the penis
The bottom line: For you to enjoy
superior erection length, hardness
and duration, it’s like a Space Shuttle
rocket launch. One step leads to the
next, then the next, until boom—the
shuttle launches into space! No step
can be missed or skipped or the
launch will not take effect.

For fastest service, call toll-free 1-800-711-0439
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esteem and confidence leading
to frustration, dissatisfaction
and resentment.
For your lady to be most
happy and satisfied with you
and your marriage, she needs
to feel attractive and desired by
you, and this is shown by
having sex.
I don’t care what your age
is, you do NOT need to have
problems anymore! Don’t fool
yourself into thinking it will
take care of itself, that its
something that just happens
sometimes, or its something
you have to accept as you age.

How YangMax™ Works
and Why It’s Different and
Superior To Any Other
Supplement For Men
YangMax™ contains the 3
best all-natural ingredients that
have proven superior and stood
the test of time (thousands of
years). These are the best for

4
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The ancient nutrients In
YangMax™ have now
been proven effective
by modern-day clinical
trials and by thousands
of men who take them
every day.
men’s male sexual desire and
performance improvement.
All with no side effects.
The ancient nutrients In
YangMax™ have now been
proven effective by modernday clinical trials and by
thousands of men who take
them every day.
In fact, they are so effective
for men’s sexual improvement,
many say they are used as the
basis for today’s expensive
prescription drugs. (They just
use chemicals and toxins
instead of the natural
alternative so they can patent
them and make Billions of
dollars.)
There are NO
“questionable” and potentially
dangerous nutrients, chemicals,
toxins or additives in
YangMax™.
There are NO dangerous
nutrients that can raise your
blood pressure and damage
your heart like there are in
many other male enhancement
supplements.

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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Here’s What Can
Happen To Your
Sex Life in 7, 30, 60,
90 and 180 Days
Here’s what might happen with the reported YangMax™ Stages Of Effect:

In 7
Days

Your sexual ignition system
is re-activated. This makes
your renewed youthful
sexual performance
possible now.

You now have the desire for
sex much more often than you
In 30
used to. You now have harder
Days
and longer-lasting erections,
but this improvement is just
the beginning of what will happen next.

In 60
Days

Your sexual desire,
potency and libido are
now closer to when you
were young and at your
best sexually.

Your are now in “full blast
off phase”. You have no
o
t
0
9
more problems or concerns.
In
s
y
a
D
0
Your sexual desire and
18
incredible performance is
now at 90-100% (or even
greater in some cases) than when you
were young and at your sexual peak.
You are now enjoying the legendary
sexual desire and performance that the
ancient Chinese Emperors did!
For fastest service, call toll-free 1-800-711-0439
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™

“YangMax saved my 3
Dear Sir:
A 52 year old man
who lives in Virginia
recently called us.
I’ll call him Joe.
He is happily married
to a beautiful and
terrific lady. They
have 3 kids and 1
grandchild.
Starting soon
after Joe’s 50th
Birthday party, he had trouble getting a
firm erection when he wanted to, and if he
did, it did not stay hard for long enough.
For the first time in Joe’s life, he
couldn’t perform well sexually.
Sometimes he couldn’t even get aroused.
Joe’s ego was crushed.
“Frankly, I was devastated. I’m a macho
guy. Being able to perform sexually is a
big part of feeling like a man. It’s a
gut-wrenching knot in your stomach feeling
when you can’t perform.”
“Over the next few months, I bought 4
different “male enhancement” supplements
from mail order firms, and 2 others from
health food stores.”

6

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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y 31 year marriage!”
“I even tried Viagra® ... but NONE OF
THESE PRODUCTS WORKED FOR ME.”
“Even if they did work a little, I
didn’t like waiting for them to kick-in or
the side effects they had on me. You see,
I had a heart attack three years ago and I
don’t trust prescription drugs much.”

“I was frustrated and flat-out MAD AS
ALL GET-OUT. But I’m not a giver-upper.
So I promised myself I’d find a
solution.”
“Anyway, I mentioned my issue to my
family doctor. Old Doc Jim, our family
doctor for over 20 years suggested I
try a natural supplement with safe
ingredients called YangMax™. Within
just the first week, it worked, but:

…it actually worked
TOO GOOD!
“I had to reduce my dosage from
2 pills a day down to 1 pill a day
and this was just right. I am a
big fan and you can use my story
if you want because I believe it
saved my 31 year marriage.”
—Joe , age 52, Virginia
Note: Joe’s name is made up and is a ficticious story, but exactly like what happens to many mature men
regardless of how long they have been married or how good they think their marriage is. Don’t risk your
marriage and happiness by not taking YangMax™.

For fastest service, call toll-free 1-800-711-0439
1-800-279-5517
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The 3 Sex-Enha
Emperor’s Nutrient
A
lthough there are over
2,000 herbs in Chinese
medicine, there are
only 3 regarded as the most
effective for male sexual
enhancement. These are The
Royal Herbs, the few precious
substances that can help men of
any age, with almost any
condition, have a great sex life
with no drugs or side effects.

Deer Antler
Velvet was the
#1 favorite
aphrodisiac of
Chinese
Emperors

SEX BOOSTER Nutrient #1:
Deer Antler Velvet was the
#1 favorite aphrodisiac of
Chinese Emperors, and of the
rich and famous today.
Laboratory analysis now
show that Deer Antler Velvet
(DAV) contains an amazing
comprehensive nutritional
profile including collagen,

amino acids, essential acids,
minerals, trace minerals and
other functional proteins, all
vital components for male
sexual function. Nina
Anderson, author of The Secrets
of Staying Young, mentions that
“during growth, the antler
contains high levels of natural
hormones and the tips of the

IN 168 BC, Silk Scrolls were discovered in
a Chinese tomb. It clearly documented
this ancient nutrient as helpful to…

✓ prevent male sexual problems
✓ increase energy
✓ strengthen muscles and bones
✓ heal general health problems
✓ reduce pain
✓ delay old age
8

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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hancing Ancient
nts in YangMax

™

spikes contain the most potent
rejuvenation nutrients.”
On deer farms, the deer
antlers are removed painlessly
under veterinary supervision
before they harden, in order to
protect the stags from each
other, and also to harvest the
velvet which is then processed
in government licensed
facilities. Most of it ends up in
Asia, where it is the most
highly regarded male sexual
enhancer, prescribed daily by
thousands of pharmacists and
doctors.
It contains male hormone
precursors including
testosterone, which stimulates
growth and sexual potency in
men. In the book, Natural
Solutions for Sexual
Enhancement it states, “Chinese
doctors have used deer antler
velvet for male sexual
improvement and prostate
problems for thousands of
years. It is a magical
substance. As a treatment for
sexual improvement, it is
extremely effective.”
It is widely acclaimed as an
aphrodisiac due to its powerful
gonadotrophic and tonic
effects on the body. It is a
prime remedy for more

endurance, stamina and
strength, and for beating stress
and fatigue so the whole body
is renewed and revitalized.
It’s rejuvenating properties
have been prized in the Orient
for over 2000 years. Today,
Western clinical and scientific
research of Deer Antler Velvet
is proving the validity of
traditional uses. Ongoing
research into the benefits of
deer velvet is attracting
worldwide attention.
Deer Antler Velvet is the
only living mammalian tissue
that grows and is shed each
year!
It also contains the growth
factors (IGF-1. IGF-2,
Transforming Growth Factor
beta, and others.) Growth
factors play the major role in
the human body in repairing
damaged tissue, wound
(over please)

For fastest service, call toll-free 1-800-711-0439
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healing, angiogenesis
(development of new blood
vessels), cellular mitosis
(creation of new cells through
cellular divisions), as well as
many important needed for
great sexual performance.
(Please Note: If any
supplement does NOT
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contain BOTH nutrients #1
and #2 described here, it will
not be very effective for male
sexual enhancement.)

SEX BOOSTER Nutrient #2:
Panax Ginseng is as
powerful as folklore claims.
This is a legendary aphrodisiac

This Makes TESTOSTERONE
AND HGH Look Like
Baby Medicine!

T

estosterone and Human Growth
Hormone (HGH) are heavily
advertised to U.S. consumers, so men
wonder how Deer Antler Velvet
Deer Antler
compares to them for sexual
Velvet makes
enhancement.
Testosterone and
HGH look like
The fact is, Deer Antler Velvet makes
baby medicine in
Testosterone and HGH look like baby
comparison.
medicine in comparison. It’s like David
versus Goliath, like a giant versus a
midget, and elephant versus a mouse or a
lion versus a kitten.
There simply is no comparison that can be made. Deer Antler
Velvet (DAV) brings a youthful and balanced supply of many growth
factors, amino acids, minerals, vitamins, sex-improving hormones and
a host of micronutrients to your body. HGH and Testosterone are
only one hormone.
We have scores of men who have used Testosterone, HGH and
so-called IGF-1 who have switched to using YanMax™
which contains DAV. They have told us there is no
comparison, and DAV gives them much better results for
increased sexual desire and performance.
This is further proven by the fact that it is taken
daily by NFL football players, NBA basketball players,
Major League Baseball players, Olympic athletes,
professional body builders, Strong man contestants,
NHL hockey players, and famous celebrities.
10
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Deer Antler Velvet’s
rejuvenating properties
have been prized in the
Orient for over
2000 years.
if ever there was one. Panax
Ginseng boosts your ability to
have hard, long-lasting
erections. (Studies suggest that
it works by increasing nutrients
conversion to nitric oxide.) The
result is naturally hard,
frequent erections for great sex
whenever you want.
Panax Ginseng makes hard,
large erections easier. It has a
long history as a leading sexual
nutrient. In the 1990's U.S.
researchers found that
genenosides, the active
ingredient in ginseng, helped
release nitric oxide, which
enables cells in the shaft of the
penis to fill with blood during
sexual arousal.
This makes erections

happen naturally faster and
without much “work”. A
recent double blind placebocontrolled study of 45 men
published in the Journal of
Urology(1) showed that 60% of
participants reported improved
erections while taking this
nutrient alone.
It is known as a natural
Adaptogen, meaning it helps
the body adapt to stresses and
stress is one of the leading
causes of erectile issues. It
helps relax the airways and
blood vessels which allows for
(over please)
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a better flow of oxygen and
blood, especially important to
achieve and maintain a healthy
erection.
Even if you do not lack
sexual desire, sometimes
fatigue sets in. You may
just be plain tired. To
cure this general feeling
of weakness, Panax
Panax
Ginseng is a good
Ginseng
solution. Its properties
give the body an extra
energy boost, improves
sexual stamina, and is “a
must” for natural male
enhancement.
And there is more
good news. Premature
ejaculation is a concerning
issue for men. This
problem is as serious as lack
of desired size. Premature
ejaculation leaves the sexual
partner unsatisfied. Panax
Ginseng helps in regulating
blood flow to the penis. A
regulated blood flow helps in

12

preventing premature
ejaculation.

SEX BOOSTER Nutrient #3:
Cordyceps is a potent
Tibetan herb used for
centuries for male sexual
improvement. Three
separate Chinese doubleblind and placebo-controlled
studies2 involving more than
200 men showed it increased
desire and sexual
performance for the majority
of men.
Men who have used
Cordyceps know that it is
different from any other
supplement or medicine you
can take! Cordyceps acts as
a very potent male sex
hormone to bring back
youthful sexual function
and stamina.
This ability seems to stem
from the blood vessel dilating
properties which leads to
better blood flow, especially to

These statements have not been evaluated by the
Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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Golf superstar Bob Charles
recorded 6 PGA Tour wins,
8 European Tour wins, and
23 Champions Tour wins.
He takes Nutrient #1 every
day, and along with healthy
eating habits and vitamins
…he said

“I’m 70, going on
30” and “I don’t
feel a day over 30”.
clinical trials published in The
Journal Of Alternative And
Complementary Medicine
showed Cordyceps is effective
in increasing sex drive and
affects sexual functions either
via sex hormone systems or by
directly acting on the sexual
the genital areas. Researchers
organs. This is from three
believe that this is due to the
separate studies conducted on
presence of deoxyadenosine
756 people with decreased
and corycepic acid in it.
sex drive.
Both of these
And get this:
isolated
There have been
constituents
two research papers
have been
published that concluded
shown to help
Cordyceps
Cordyceps extract
increase libido and
“significantly increased”
desire.
TESTOSTERONE
The results of human
LEVELS in males.

Cordyceps acts as a
very potent male sex
hormone to bring back
youthful sexual
function and stamina.

Selected References:
1 Journal of Urology (2002;168:2070–3)
2 Zhu, J.S., Halpern, G.M., and Jones, K. (1998): The Scientific Rediscovery of an Ancient Chinese Herbal Medicine:
Cordyceps sinensis. Part I. Journal of Alternative and complementary Medicine 4(3), pp 289-303
3. Garcia RL Sadighi M, Francis SM, Suttie JM and Fleming JS. Expression of neurophin-3 in the growing velvet antler of
the red deer Cervus elaphus, Journal of Molecular Endocrinology 1997 19:173-182
4. Ko, KM, Tip TT, Tsao SW, Kong YC, Fennessy P, Belew MC and Porath, J. Epidermal growth factor from deer (Cervus
elaphus) submaxillary gland and velvet antler. General Comparative Endocrinology 1998 63:431-440
5. Shim SD and Ahn DK. Effects of Cervi Cornu on the aged ovariectomized rate model of postmenopausal osteoporosis.
Korean Journal of Herbal Meicine 14:153-166 1999
6. Suttie JM, Fennessy PF, Haines SR, Kerr S=D, Sadighi M and Isaacs C. The New Zealand velvet antler industry.
Background and research findings. Korean Society of Pharmacognosy, 1994 86-151
7. Wang, Ben-Xiang. Advances in the research of chemistry, pharmacology and clinical application of pilose antler.
Proceedings of the International Syumposion , Changchum, China 1996 14-32

For fastest service, call toll-free 1-800-711-0439
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Don’t Forget A
Your Wife’s N
L

et’s consider your wife’s
sexual satisfaction and
happiness.

According to a study of sexual
practices in the U.S. conducted by
the University of Chicago, men
(75%) are three times more likely

than women (26%) to claim they
always achieve orgasm during
intercourse.

It takes the average man
approximately 4 minutes from the
start of intercourse to ejaculate
…whereas it takes the average

YangMax™ Can Help You Enjoy A
Longer and Healthier Life Too, Say The
Ancient Masters

T

he Chinese Masters knew that a
man’s sexual power does NOT
weaken because he is getting old.
The truth is a man grows old
because his sexual power is
weakening.
These wise men knew a man’s
health and longevity are directly
connected to his sexual performance.
If he can get a hard erection and stay
hard long enough to FULLY satisfy
his woman, his health and longevity
are excellent.
But, If he is having trouble
getting hard and staying hard, his
physical health is getting weaker
and his life span is in doubt.
This is true because sexual
performance is pure Vital Energy,
the Powerful Creative Force within
the human man.
With this knowledge, these
Masters of the Bedroom Arts
learned how to maintain their
14

sexual health not only because they
wanted to enjoy bedroom pleasure
well into their 90’s and beyond,
they also knew that more sexual
energy in the body protects against
dreaded health problems and can
help increase life span.
In modern times, Dr. Michael
Rosenbaum put it this way: “(This
nutrient) contains the missing link
to longevity, something just not
present in all the promising
nutrition programs I have ever
worked with. Its growth factors are
a significant part of what makes it
so special. Growth factors may be
the only substances than can retard
and even reverse aging.”

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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About
Needs!
women 11 minutes to achieve
orgasm.

Clearly, the most important
things you can do for your wife is to
last longer and this will happen
when you are taking YangMax™.
Sadly, right about the time men
find their performance, erections
and desire starting to wane, most
women are entering their sexual
peak. But most women don’t have
the knowledge of what’s going on.
It puts stress on your relationship
leaving both of you frustrated and
wanting more.
She may think it’s her; that you
don’t find her sexy or even that
there’s another woman. She may
never say a word and just wish for a
more fulfilling sex life…possibly
with someone else.
YangMax™ helps you beat the
odds and perform in bed like you
did decades ago. Now you can always
get that solid, fail-safe erection that
lasts. Now you can make your
partner scream for more of your
manhood.
Don’t let your wife down. Be a
winner. Grab the advantage. Get
the edge. Call for your risk-free
trial right now!
You should know the extreme
importance of the female G-spot.
This sensitive erogenous zone has
been widely publicized. Imagine
the difference a more robust and

…the most important
things you can do for your
wife is to last longer and
this will happen when you
are taking YangMax™.
engorged member can make in
stimulating these sensitive areas of
your lover. A thicker girth will fill
her more completely and a longer
reach will penetrate to those sensual
nerve endings and provide her with
even greater satisfaction.
Now you can give your lady the
most intense orgasms she’s ever had
from your new and improved sexual
performance.
Here’s How YOUR
WIFE will change with
YangMax™: She will be
happier, more satisfied, more
fun, more agreeable. She will
be less demanding and
complaining and restrictive.
She will be “in the mood for
you” more often. She will be more
attached and committed to you.

For fastest service, call toll-free 1-800-711-0439

(over please)
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™

YangMax Will M
Performance Incre d
No More Problems… O
Get $10.00 Extra C
It’s so effective, I want you to c
or Cialis , or any HGH or T
®

ou risk NOTHING
by trying out
YangMax™ on our
“no questions asked” 100%
Money-Back Guarantee.
YangMax™ is guaranteed to
greatly improve your sexual
desire and performance with
no side effects. If you don’t
agree YangMax™ makes a
significant difference in your
sex life, return it anytime
within 90 days (even if the
bottles are empty!) for a FULL

Y

16

REFUND plus I’ll also send
you an extra $10.00 cash back.
You have a powerful new
sex life to gain…yet nothing to
lose.
Accept no imitation
products or so-called substitute
products. This is NOT
available from any other
company. NOT available from
any website. NOT sold in any
stores. It is NOT addictive or
habit forming.

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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l Make Your Sexual
e dible Every Time…
… Or It’s FREE Plus You
a Cash Back!
®

o compare results to Viagra
r Testosterone Supplement!
YangMax™ is
guaranteed to greatly
improve your sexual
desire and performance
with no side effects.
Do you want to take your
sexual performance to the next
level? Now you can enjoy a
steel-hard erection whenever
you want and it stays steels hard
for a very long time.
You can use YangMax™ in
the privacy of your home
without risking one cent. If
YangMax™ doesn’t meet your
expectations 100%…just return
it anytime within 90 days (even
if the bottle is empty) for a full,
immediate refund plus an extra
$10.00 cash—no questions
asked.
This is your chance to
re-energize your sex life now.
Enjoy the passion and sexual
fulfillment you and your
partner deserve.

YOU will feel MORE:
●

Masculine
● Powerful
● Youthful
● Self-confident
● Energetic
● Pain-Free
● Happy, content
and satisfied
You see, this explosive sexual

For fastest service, call toll-free 1-800-711-0439

(over please)
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formula will Supercharge your
sexual battery. This is truly “a
game changer”. It’s a “must
have” supplement for every
man over age 50. Now you
can be the much better man
you really want to be. It gives
you all the "oomph" you need
to last all night. You'll have

Page 18

your wife saying “Why, you little
devil!”
And If you're single, just
imagine how incredible your
love life would become once
word gets around about your
incredible abilities. You'll be
able to choose whom and how
often you want to date.

The Legendary Sex Life
of Chinese Emperors

T

here were more than two
hundred emperors in Chinese
history from the Qin Dynasty
founded in 221 B.C. to the
Qing Dynasty ended in 1911.
Chinese emperors were notorious
for their sexual desire.
As far back as during the Zhou
Dynasty (1122-256 B.C.), the
Emperor kept a large number of
women in the imperial harem. Later
emperors were more acquisitive. For
instance, in the Jin Dynasty, Emperor
Wu (who ruled during 265-290 A.D.)
kept nearly ten thousand of women
in the palace. In the Tang Dynasty, the golden age in Chinese
history, Emperor Ming Huang (who ruled during 712-742
A.D.) retained 40,000 women in the imperial harem.
Of all the women confined in the imperial harem,
however, only about one hundred and twenty-two had sex
with the emperor, according to the ancient imperial tradition
The Rites of Zhou states that for Emperors, they are entitled
to exclusive sexual relations with the following women:
1 Empress (皇后)
3 Madames (夫人)
9 Imperial Concubines (嬪)
28 Shifus (世婦)
18

81 Imperial Wife Concubines (御妻)
122 total number of female
sexual partners for the Emperor

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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Want to remind
your wife what great
sex is really all
about? Then give
YangMax™ a try
today. You'll join
men from across the
country, young and old, who
are tearing their lovers to
shreds and leaving them out of
breath.
They’re throwing out those
drugs and having mindblowing sex as often as they
want—safely and naturally.
And YOU will too…or I'll
refund every penny you paid
plus send you an extra $10.00
cash for your trouble!
So what are you waiting
for? Don’t put this off another
minute. Return the attached

Page 19

Get steel-hard whenever
you want…and stay
steel-hard for up to 20
minutes…guaranteed
now with this
breakthrough!
form right now, or call toll-free
24/7 right now 1 (800) 7110439.
Most Sincerely Yours,

Peter Martin
WorldWide Herbals
P.S. Get steel-hard
whenever you want…and stay
steel-hard for up to 20 minutes
(over please)

You risk nothing by trying
YangMax today.
Here’s why:
■ Guarantee #1: YangMax is guaranteed to support increase
desire and improved sexual performance…If not…
■ Guarantee #2: If you don’t agree that YangMax made a
signiﬁcant difference in your desire and sexual performance,
return it anytime within 90 days (even if the bottles are
empty) for a full refund.
■ Guarantee #3: If you do return YangMax, I’ll also send
you and extra $10 cash for your trouble. That’s how conﬁdent
I am that YangMax will work for you.

For fastest service, call toll-free 1-800-711-0439
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…guaranteed now with this
breakthrough! Never have
trouble standing up Or staying
up—ever again. Now you can
regain the red-hot love life you
want. Spine Shuddering,
Ground Moving Sex can now
be yours.
Stop thinking about your
huge erections of the past,
dreaming of the amazing sex
you once enjoyed. Gigantic,
rock hard erections that create
more contact and friction in her
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With an incredible sex
drive, endless staying
power and faster
recovery time you’ll be
able to ravish her over
and over again.
vagina can be yours once again.
You’ll be able to increase
pleasure, satisfaction and
fulfillment for both you and her.
With an incredible sex drive,
endless staying power and faster

WARNING: Dangers and Side E
Male Enhancement Pills and P
● Upset stomach and nausea
● Headache
● Feeling Heated
● Sinus Congestion
● Changes in eyesight
● Back pain
● allergic reactions like skin

rash, itching or hives,
swelling of the face, lips,
or tongue
● breathing problems
● changes in hearing
● changes in vision

● chest pain
● erection lasting more

than 4 hours
● fast, irregular heartbeat
● seizures
● back pain
● dizziness
● flushing
● headache
● indigestion
● muscle aches
● nausea
● stuffy or runny nose

Prescription drugs for male enhancement may also
interact with the following medications:
■ certain drugs for high blood

pressure
■ certain drugs for the
treatment of HIV infection
or AIDS
20

■ certain drugs used for

fungal or yeast infections,
like fluconazole,
itraconazole, ketoconazole,
and voriconazole

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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recovery time you’ll be able to
ravish her over and over again.
And it’s all just a few days away
with YangMax™.
There are only 3 from over
2,000 herbs that are regarded
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as incredibly powerful for male
sexual enhancement and still
used after thousands of years.
Why? There is only one
reason—because they work.
For your 100% risk-free
and confidential private trial
of YangMax™, return the
enclosed form or Call tollfree 24/7 right now 1 (800)
711-0439. This is a
LIMITED-TIME ONLY
special offer that ends soon
so call right now.

e Effects Of Other
d Prescription Drugs

■ certain drugs used for

seizures like
carbamazepine, phenytoin,
and phenobarbital
■ grapefruit juice
■ macrolide antibiotics like
clarithromycin,

erythromycin,
troleandomycin
■ medicines for prostate
problems
■ rifabutin, rifampin or
rifapentine

This list may not describe all possible interactions. Give your
health care provider a list of all the medicines, herbs, nonprescription drugs, or dietary supplements you use. Also tell them
if you smoke, drink alcohol, or use illegal drugs. Some items may
interact with your medicine. This list may not describe all possible
side effects. Call your doctor for medical advice about side effects.

For fastest service, call toll-free 1-800-711-0439
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Questions
And
Answers
Q:
How will YangMax™
improve my sexual
desire and performance?
A. The 3 “Emperor’s” natural
ingredients help increase your
testosterone and other sexenhancing hormones, and also
produce Nitric Oxide which
ignites erections. This helps
you GET and STAY hard
…which vastly improves your
performance and pleasure.

Q:

Does it have any
side effects?

A. There are NO known side
effects.

Q:

Is it sold in stores?

A. NO. To keep the price as
low as possible, it is NOT
available in any stores or from
any other company or from
any website. It is only available
from this announcement.

Can I take it with
prescription
medication?

Q:

A. Yes. There have been NO
negative interactions reported.
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I’ve tried other male
enhancement
supplements that didn’t
work good enough or
had bad side effects;
what gives?

Q:

A. YangMax™ is not your
average “male enhancement”
product. It is specially
formulated with the 3
centuries-old nutrients from
Chinese Emperors to turn back
the clock and regain the
youthful rock-hard erections
you thought were in your past.
Imagine being so hard, so huge
you won't believe your eyes—
and neither will she!

What if I don’t see
great results from
YangMax™?

Q:

A. It is backed by a 90-day
money back guarantee with no
questions asked. This means
you have everything to gain
and nothing to lose.

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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Risk-Free Order Form
Up to $127.90 in discounts and savings!
Full 100% Money Back, plus $10.00 Guarantee!

❑
✔Yes, improve my desire and sexual performance and my overall
I want to use the centuries old ingredients in YangMax to

health in all the ways you describe.

I understand that I am covered by your famous 100%, plus $10.00 cash guarantee.
I can try YangMax for up to 90 days and if I am unhappy with it for any reason I
can return the unused portion for a complete refund. No questions asked.

■ Best Value. Item #30433. Six full months, 6 bottles. I buy 3

Save
$127.90

months at the regular price of $119.95 and get another 3 months
free! Plus, I get Free S&H, a $7.95 savings. Total savings of
$127.90 and I get all the benefits of YangMax for only 66 cents per day.

■ Great Value. Item #30432. Three full months, 3 bottles. I buy 2

Save

months at the regular price of $79.95 and get another 1 month
$47.90
free! Plus, I get Free S&H, a $7.95 savings. Total savings of
$47.90 and I get all the benefits of YangMax for only 88 cents per day.

■ Good Value. Item #30153. One full month, 1 bottle. Plus, I get Free S&H
a $7.95 savings. A good way to try all the benefits of YangMax for less than
the price your daily coffee!
Please Select Your Preferred Method of Payment:
■ Enclosed is my check/money order for $________________
(Make check Payable to WorldWide Herbals)

■ Please bill my credit card ■ Visa ■ Master-Card ■ Discover ■ American Express
Card # ____________________________________________ Expires ______/_____
Name: ______________________________________Birthdate: ____/____/_______
Address: _____________________________________________________________
City: ______________________________ State: ________ ZIP:________________
Email: _____________________________Tel (________)_____________________

Use enclosed envelope
Mail Certificate

For fastest service call

1-800-711-0458

Order online
wwherbals.com

ASK FOR DEPT. 740

7 days a week, 24 hours a day.

Or, fax this certificate to 952-927-6658
Thank you for your order.
Worldwide Herbals, Inc.
2232 South Nellis, Suite G3-314, Las Vegas, NV 89104
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WorldWide Herbals,
2232 South Nellis,
Suite G3-314,
Las Vegas, NV 89104
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“The Emperor’s Secret
Of How Older Men Still

Have Frequent Sex and
NO Problems With Sexual
Desire, Erection Hardness
or Duration Of Erection!”
For over 5,000 years, the
Emperor of China kept a harem of
122 concubines (female sex
partners) for his sexual pleasure
and gratification.
You ask “How could these
aging Emperors have enough
sexual vigor and endurance to
perform with so many females?”
The Emperors relied on what they called “The Magical Pill”.
The alchemists traveled the world to seek the most powerful
male enhancement nutrients for their beloved (and feared)
Emperor. Their very life depended on their success!
Now YOU can enjoy the same sexual powers of ancient Emperors
with the all-natural supplement YangMax™ on a 100% risk-free trial.
Users say it is much more effective than prescription drugs,
Testosterone, HGH or any other male enhancement supplement.

Dear Friend,
he Emperors of China
were the richest people in
the world. And they loved
sex—and lots of sex.

T

They spent a fortune to make
sure they had the best and safest
“magical pill” so they could have
endless sex with great pleasure hour
after hour, day after day, woman
after woman.

Today, this would be like
Donald Trump or Bill Gates
spending untold millions of dollars
to have the best male enhancement
supplement possible.
The Emperors were obsessed
with their sexual desire and
performance. Their ancestors
spoke of its extreme importance
and pleasures…

(open please)
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“The Emperor’s Secret
Of How Older Men Still

Have Frequent Sex and
NO Problems With Sexual
Desire, Erection Hardness
or Duration Of Erection!”
For over 5,000 years, the Emperor of China
kept a harem of 122 concubines (female sex
partners) for his sexual pleasure and
gratification.
You ask “How could these aging
Emperors have enough sexual vigor and
endurance to perform with so many
females?”
The Emperors relied on what they called
“The Magical Pill”.
The alchemists traveled the world to
seek the most powerful male enhancement
nutrients for their beloved (and feared)
Emperor. Their very life depended on their success!
Now YOU can enjoy the same sexual powers of ancient Emperors
with the all-natural supplement YangMax™ on a 100% risk-free trial.
Users say it is much more effective than prescription drugs,
Testosterone, HGH or any other male enhancement supplement.
Dear Friend,
he Emperors of China
were the richest people in
the world. And they loved
sex—and lots of sex.

T

They spent a fortune to make
sure they had the best and safest
“magical pill” so they could have
endless sex with great pleasure hour
after hour, day after day, woman
after woman.

Today, this would be like
Donald Trump or Bill Gates
spending untold millions of dollars
to have the best male enhancement
supplement possible.
The Emperors were obsessed
with their sexual desire and
performance. Their ancestors
spoke of its extreme importance
and pleasures…

(open please)

